
This flag is believed to be one of the oldest surviving 13-star flags from the early
period of American history. The placement of blue stars on a white canton, a
motif that dates from the 1790s, is extremely rare. 
The flag was modified with the names of the Democrat candidates during the

1880 presidential campaign. Winfield S. Hancock was the famous Union
General, commanding the Army of the Potomac’s II Corps, who repulsed Pickett’s
Charge on the third day of the Battle of Gettysburg in 1863. He and his running
mate, William H. English, were defeated by Republican candidate and Civil War
veteran James A. Garfield in one of the closest elections in American history.
(ZFC0624)

13-Star, 12-Stripe 
United States Flag 
Early 19th Century; Modified for the
1880 Presidential Campaign



Although technically official between June 1777 and May 1795, the 13-star
United States flag has seen continual service in the United States from 1777 to
the present. The maker of this mid-century 13-star flag arranged ten stars in a
circle around three others set in a triangle. If the arrangement had any special
significance, it has been lost to time. The stripes and the canton of this flag are
machine-sewn, dating the flag to no earlier than 1850–1860. During this decade
sales of the treadle powered sewing machine proliferated. This flag may have
been made for the 1876 centennial. (ZFC0605)

13-Star United States Flag  
Commemorative Centennial Flag (1876)



This “Grand Luminary” flag is a fine example of an early mass produced flag
that the industrial revolution made possible for the average citizen. Printed on
cotton these flags were widely used in the presidential campaign of 1840. 
In that election Martin Van Buren faced the Whig party candidate, William
Henry Harrison.
Harrison, a patrician and soldier, was presented to the people as “Old

Tippecanoe”, who had been born in a log cabin and drank hard cider like com-
mon folk. In an appeal to emotional and patriotic issues, national politics were
ignored. Harrison’s campaign was the first to make wide use of the US flag in his
party’s successful run for the presidency.
The flag features a “Grand Luminary” starfield, wherein all the small stars

form a large single star—emblematic in the union of states. A design that was
popular for most of the 19th century. (ZFC0634)

26-Star United States Flag
Political Campaign Parade Flag
(1837–1845)



This flag represents a design whose popularity spanned nearly the entire 19th
century. The Grand Luminary star pattern represented the idea of the national
motto “E Pluribus Unum”– From Many, One. Each star is separate and distinct,
yet all work together to create a unified pattern and a “Union” of states.
In 1818, sea captain Samuel Reid, petitioned Congress to officially adopt this

design, but it was never ratified. The design, however, caught the imagination of
the people and we now have these wonderful surviving flags from a period long
past. Due to this flag’s large size, it is likely that it was used either on a ship or a
commercial building.         
It was during the presidential campaign of 1840 that the U.S. flag was for the

first time associated with a specific candidate in presidential politics. William
Henry Harrison’s success in that election guaranteed that such practices would
continue. (ZFC0696)

26-Star United States Flag
“Grand Luminary Star Pattern”
(1837–1845)



This flag represents an attempt to express the dynamic expansion of the United
States during the Industrial Revolution by likening it to a streaking meteor or
shooting star. The flag has been dubbed the “The Great Gildersleeve Meteor
Flag,” named for Sylvester Gildersleeve, the scion of a century old Connecticut
shipbuilding family. It is interesting to note that several Gildersleeve ships were
sunk by the Confederate commerce raider the C.S.S. Alabama during the 
Civil War. (ZFC0606)

26-Star United States Flag
“Great Comet Flag or Shooting Star Flag”
(1837–1845)



The 30-star United States flag came into official existence on July 4, 1848,
when Wisconsin’s admission to the Union as its thirtieth state was officially 
recognized in the country’s flag. The 30-star U.S. flag, however, would have a 
relatively short official existence. As a consequence of the discovery of gold in
California, a rush of emigrants ventured to that territory between 1848 and 1850.
So many settled in California that the territory was soon able to apply for and
attain statehood. The adoption of the 31-star U.S. flag did not force the obsoles-
cence of the 30-star flag, as many who had acquired the 30-star flag saw little
need to acquire another. Indeed, an English observer looking out over New York
Harbor in 1857 commented, “The majority of the ships had the stars arranged in
five horizontal rows of six stars each, making thirty stars in all—thirty-one being
the proper number on the date.” For ship owners, frugality took precedence over
propriety. (ZFC0608)

30-Star United States Flag
Wisconsin Admitted (1848–1851)



California became the 31st state in 1850 upsetting the delicate balance between
free and slave states and signaling an end of The Missouri Compromise of 1820.
For nearly forty years politicians in the U.S. Senate had maintained a balance
between the number of slave and free states entering the Union in order to 
maintain parity among opponents and proponents of slavery. Provisions of the
Compromise of 1850 ended that system. That compromise allowed California 
to enter the Union as a free state.  
While the country now spanned “From Sea to Shinning Sea,” the gathering

storm over slavery threatened to tear the country apart. Striking examples of this
can be seen in the flags New England abolitionists created during this period
that eliminated the stars for all 15 slave states from the canton, producing unoffi-
cial 16-star U.S. flags. These flags are now called “exclusionary” flags. (ZFC0233)

31-Star United States Flag
California Admitted (1851–1858)



This all-cotton U.S. flag bears its 33 stars in the form of two concentric circles in
the canton. They may have symbolized the eternal nature of the federal union
during that era of the threatened secession. According to family tradition, the
Dodge family made this flag while traveling along the Oregon Trail. A shortage of
fabric forced its pioneer makers to limit the number of stripes to ten (rather than
the official 13) and to utilize crimson instead of scarlet for the red stripes.
(ZFC0629)

33-Star, 10-Stripe 
United States Flag 
The Dodge Family Flag (1859–1861)



In the atmosphere of political turmoil and bloody conflict that followed the
Compromise of 1850, the “candidate debate” was introduced in the 1858 Illinois
U.S. Senate campaign. Stephen A. Douglas and Abraham Lincoln squared off in
the now famous debates over the issue of popular sovereignty in the territories
seeking admission to the Union as new states. 
This 33-star diamond pattern flag was in use when Abraham Lincoln, captur-

ing an electoral majority but not the popular vote, won the presidential election
of 1860. It is similar to the flag that flew at Fort Sumter at the outbreak of the
Civil War. The 33-star flag was the first of four star counts (33-36) that flew
through the Civil War. (ZFC1403)

33-Star United States Flag 
The American Civil War Begins
(1859–1861)



This enormous flag bearing the inscription, “Our Policy: The Will of the People,”
is an early and striking example of the flag being linked with partisan political
discourse. While they are not altogether certain about it, researchers suggest that
the inscription may have been a political slogan related to the Kansas “Free
Staters” or “Jayhawkers” in the struggle over slavery in new states before the
Civil War. (ZFC0692)

34-Star United States Flag
“Our Policy: The Will of the People”
(1861–1863)



After Lincoln’s assassination in 1865, his body was transported by train from
Washington, D.C. to his home in Springfield, Illinois. There were many stops
along the way. This flag flew over the railroad depot in Albany, New York when
the funeral train arrived to place the slain president’s body in the State Capitol
rotunda on April 25th. After the train departed the station master lowered and
retired the flag. It was not flown again until an exhibition at the Presidio of San
Francisco in 2003. Lincoln’s assassination symbolically marked the end of the
American Civil War. The “Grand Luminary” design was enormously popular
throughout the mid 19th century. (ZFC1241)

34-Star United States Flag
Abraham Lincoln Funeral Flag
(1861–1863)



This large 35-star U.S. flag is thought to have flown over the headquarters build-
ing of Major General George H. Thomas during the 1864 siege of Nashville.
Thomas had gained the nickname “the Rock of Chickamauga” for his stubborn
defense in that September 1863 battle. 
The flag bears General Thomas’ name on at least one of its stars. The post-War

owner of the flag claimed that it also had flown at Appomattox Courthouse after
General Lee surrendered. However, since General Thomas was still in command
of the Department of the Cumberland in Nashville when the surrender took
place, that claim makes it likely that Thomas signed this flag after the war.
Though there is no evidence of any U.S. flag having been present at the McLean
House where Lee’s surrender took place, it seems likely, given the number of
troops present, that a large camp flag would also have been present at one of the
camps occupied by the Union forces. (ZFC0142)

35-Star United States Flag
“The General Thomas Flag”
(1863–1865)

Detail of General Thomas’ signature



This striking flag was previously owned by John Spargo, the Director of the
Bennington Museum in Vermont. Author, educator, historian and progressive
socialist, Spargo wrote about and collected significant variants of “Old Glory.”
Americans have been enormously inventive in the designs they have created

for the star field of the national flag, such as this double ring pattern which fea-
tures a large central star. In the 19th century individuals and manufacturers 
were free to create their own designs for the stars on the flag. (ZFC0647)

36-Star United States Flag 
John Spargo’s Flag – One of the First
Historians of the U.S. Flag (1861–1863)



The concept of equal taxation was as important a national issue in the mid 19th
century as it is today. This flag, with a double-ring star pattern and its political
inscription, was used to promote either a political position or candidate by asso-
ciating the “Equal Taxation” concept with the national flag. The placing of slo-
gans, images and writing on the flag has always been an American custom, as is
exemplified by this historic flag and others in the exhibit. (ZFC0619)

37-Star United States Flag
“Equal Taxation” (1867–1877)



Americans have always thought of the American flag as belonging to the people
rather than to the government. This homemade flag was fabricated in the 1880s
by someone who assumed that the Dakota Territory would be admitted to the
Union as a single state. However, the territory was split, and two states were
admitted simultaneously. Therefore, the U.S. Government never officially 
sanctioned 39-star flags. (ZFC0688)

39-Star United States Flag
“The Flag That Never Was”
(1875–1888; Unofficial)



Peace activist Wayne Whipple of Philadelphia devised in 1910 an arrangement
of the stars in the United States flag that represented the “peace movement”—
a flag that had never known war. Subsequently modified in 1912 to reflect the
admission of New Mexico and Arizona, Whipple’s design incorporated 13 stars
forming a six-pointed “grand luminary”—representing the first 13 states—
surrounded by a circle of 25 stars to represent the additions to the Union in its
first 100 years, and a second circle of 10 stars to honor the more recent additions
since the Centinel of 1876. He-self promoted this flag with only limited success.
(ZFC0635)

48-Star United States Flag 
First “Peace Flag” (1912)


